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Hank Kane, that’s who, an American Private Eye and 
former police officer. Hank was the best Detective 
there ever was. He always solved the case – he just got 
tired proving it! After being killed on a case, he has 
been sent back to ‘life’ by the Court Of Ghouls and 
has to solve new cases honestly – and train a pesky kid 
into the bargain!

Of course, Hank’s body is just a skeleton now, so he has  
a secret potion to drink each day, to ‘flesh him out’.

He must help 12 year-old Charlie Christian solve the  
cases logically. This means patiently listening to Charlie’s 
silly theories as to who done it and why, and then guiding 
him to the truth – without cheating. The Court Of  
Ghouls spies are everywhere, waiting for Hank to give 
in to his impatience.

Charlie has a kid sister, Annie, who he wishes would 
keep out the way during cases.

Only one thing would annoy Charlie more than not 
solving a case – and that’s his kid sister solving it  
for him!!!

So, will Hank cheat? If so will he get caught? Will 
Charlie ever listen to him? And will Charlie’s kid sister 
ever be taken seriously by either of them? Will Hank 
ever get into ‘Sleuth Heaven’, where even the hardest 
cases are solved easily? Read all six of these exciting 
and ghostly mysteries to find out!

Who is The Dead Detective?

Dead and Unburied
ISBN 978-1-904684-00-8
EAN 9781904 6840089781904 684008

Dead Loss
ISBN 978-1-904684-02-2
EAN 9781904 6840229781904 684022

The Corpse That Sang
ISBN 978-1-904684-03-9
EAN 9781904 6840399781904 684039

Ghost Car 49
ISBN 978-1-904684-05-3
EAN 9781904 6840539781904 684053

Throw Away The Key
ISBN 978-1-904684-04-6
EAN 9781904 6840469781904 684046

Six Feet Under
ISBN 978-1-904684-01-5
EAN 9781904 6840159781904 684015

The Dead  
Detective Books 

8 - 11yrs
RRP £4.99
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The minimum requirement for enjoying this series is 
a great sense of humour! These very quirky titles are 
factually informative and funny. The titles chosen 
are topics that children have a natural interest in and 
so  encourage them to read about how these favourite 
things of theirs have come about in the first place. 

The Hilarious History Series
For children who like the history of their favourite things!!!

The Hilarious Histories approach each subject with an 
unashamedly childish sense of humour. These books 
are however meticulously researched and written to a 
high standard. In this way, young readers have fun and 
information at their fingertips.

The Hilarious  
History Books 

7 - 9yrs
RRP £1.99
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ISBN 978-1-904684-06-0
EAN 9781904 6840609781904 684060

ISBN 978-1-904684-08-4
EAN 9781904 6840849781904 684084

ISBN 978-1-904684-07-7
EAN 9781904 6840779781904 684077

ISBN 978-1-904684-09-1
EAN 9781904 6840919781904 684091

4 spooky tales for children aged 7 – 11
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June Average and My Monster Sleepover Books
RRP £4.99

Hi, my name’s June McCarthy and 
I’m 13-years-old.

I know how to play the guitar, write 
songs and even sing - really well!  
But my teachers are stupid - they don’t 
think I have the ‘necessary qualities’. 
Just because my hair doesn’t shine like 
in some dumb shampoo advert and my 
teeth aren’t perfectly shiny!

Soo, I’d better make any talents I have 
too obvious for even them to miss.  
You know, I’m sooo going to show ‘em…

Children’s Fiction 2019 
For ages 7 – 11 

An 11-year-old girl called Sophie 
Harrison. A monster named Taboo.

Taboo has to help Sophie scare ‘The 
popular girls’ - a group at her school 
who make Sophie’s life hell. Sophie, 
in return, has to help Taboo escape  
from the world of dreams which monsters 
control and find safety in the real world.

Taboo becomes her imaginary friend but 
Taboo thinks Sophie is his imaginary 
friend… who is imaging who? 
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